MIM Symphony Dx™ for prostate is a comprehensive software solution providing advanced visualization, image analysis, and report sharing. More than 3,000 centers leverage the technology of MIM to deliver rapid turnaround and assist physicians in improving outcomes and referrals.

MIM Symphony Dx Workflow

**Import**
- Rapid image retrieval from PACS, USB, and MIM's integrated cloud storage solution, MIMcloud®.

**Analyze**
- Simultaneously localize and stratify using unique tools like T2WI, DCE, and DWI.

**Predict**
- Deliver value to your referral source with Predictive Fusion® which reorients the prostate to the LLD position and promotes reduced MR Fusion time.

**Report**
- Seamlessly communicate PI-RADS and Regions of Interest for biopsy strategy.

Image Flow for Radiology

- MRI Acquired
- MRI pushed to PACS server
- MRI queried/retrieved to diagnostic workstation
- Radiology
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To learn more, call 866-421-2536 or visit mimsoftware.com/contact to schedule a presentation of MIM Symphony Dx.